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Climb aboard a backhoe, watch as building is knocked over, and learn how a road is made. Take an

up-close look at the wide variety of machines that are used on a building site.  Looking at a variety

of machines with a wide range of uses, the Machines at Work series explains how vehicles help

people on farms, construction sites, and other busy places. Each of the books answers questions

with bright, interesting photographs of machines in different situations to explain how they work and

what they do. Complete with plenty of amazing facts on this popular subject, the Machines at Work

series is sure to be a hit with young readers and machine enthusiasts. Vroom-vroom!
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My 18-month-old son loves playing with these books at a bookstore in town. He drives them all over

the place. He doesn't seem very interested in the book's contents, but he has tried to open the

book. It has a hook-and-loop closure, and he has trouble getting it open by himself. I think he'll

become more interested in the picture of different diggers as he gets older, but right now he's just

content to drive the book all over our house.

I bought multiple books in the Wheelie Book series. They are board books and most have wheels

that turn. My grandson loves them because he is a fanatic about trucks and cars. Not much of a

story line but more pictures of different vehicles with their names and some info on each. I would



recommend.

We have this book for probably 2 years and my son (at almost 4 years old) still took it for a trip in the

car yesterday. For the relatively small price, as compared to other toys he has which were so much

more money and he only played with once or twice, this was a good buy. Durable as it is still is in

decent shape for the rough play it gets. I was more willing to buy him a "book" than just a matchbox

/ hotwheels car that just gets pushed around. The turning the "pages" and viewing different images

made him think a little more I think, and he began to develop stories about the different images he

saw in the book. We have other "wheelie" books and I have the same experience with all of them.

Our son is 21 months old and loves these books from DK Publishing. We found some at B & N, but

the rest are available on . They list the proper name for the vehicle and have bright colorful pictures

inside. The book has a velcro fastener to hold the pages together and he can roll the book around

on the floor making it interactive. Older kids may not be interested because it is essentially a picture

book, but little guys love them!

Our son Derek really enjoys it when he reads his digger book.The fact that everything has a proper

name is a BIG plus.A bulldozer is exactly that, a bulldozer, not just,WOW, look at the big

machine.We also like that there are true photos not just drawings.
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